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Dopaminergic control
of autophagiclysosomal function
implicates Lmx1b in
Parkinson’s Disease,
Nat Neuroscience
Reviewer: Lucy Collins PhD Student at the
John Van Geest Centre for Brain Repair
Cambridge.

Reprogramming of somatic cells to
alternative lineages is an attractive
strategy for modeling inaccessible cells in
pathological conditions such as diabetes
mellitus, myocardial infarction and in
neurodegenerative conditions like Parkinson’s Disease. Induced neuron (iN) technology offers an experimental method
to potentially enable the manipulation
of disease relevant cells. Dermal fibroblasts isolated from a skin biopsy can
be directly converted into neurons using
defined transgenes introduced into the
cell through viruses. This technique is new
in the field and many groups are striving
to optimise many aspects of this conversion process.
A recent paper aiming at deriving iN
cells from Zhao et al, reported that the
factor Neurogenin 2 (Ngn2) enhances the
production of iN’s. This factor was previously reported by Liu and colleagues,
also to be an important pro neuronal
factor for converting adult fibroblasts
(Liu et al., 2013). Many combinations of
transgenes have been tried but the best
combination for adult fibroblast conversion has yet to be decided on. Marius
Wernig and colleagues defined the set
criteria for iN cells and acknowledged
that various degrees of reprogramming
can be achieved in the dish but complete
reprograming should produce a cell with
a distinct morphology that expresses neuronal genes and fires action potential with
evidence of synaptic transmission (Yang,
Ng, Pang, Südhof, & Wernig, 2011).
In this current paper by Zhoa et al,
the starting population of fibroblast are
devoid of any neuronal markers, and after
conversion levels of Tuj and MAP2 in
these reprogrammed cells were detected
as well as more specific neuronal markers
such as GABA and vGlut. These converted
cells also fired action potentials and had
neurotransmitter receptors present.
The limitations of this work and indeed
all iN work is that the efficiency of conversion of adult iN cells is still very low. The
iN end product remains a heterogenous
population of starting dermal fibroblast
with iN cells at various degrees of reprogramming. Until such times as this is
resolved the value of these cells will
remain limited.
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Reviewer: Lucy Collins PhD Student at the
John Van Geest Centre for Brain Repair
Cambridge.

An improved understanding behind the
selective loss of dopaminergic (DA) cells
in Parkinson’s disease needs to be understood in order to develop better therapies.
A recent publication in Nature Neuroscience investigates what is particularly
sensitive about DA cells and what factors
maintain their cellular function over a
lifespan. LIM homeobox transcription
factor (Lmx1a and Lmx1b) proteins are
known to be developmental drivers of
DA neurons. Genetic variations in these
proteins have also been flagged up in
genome wide association studies as being
implicated in PD, and in recent stem
cell modeling studies such as induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPS) and induced
neurons (iN) conversions show that the
Lmx1 transgenes are important transcription factors for DA specification.
The function of Lmx1b in adult DA
neurons is unclear, to investigate this
Laguna et al, use Cre recombinase under
the dopamine transporter (DAT), to
selectively deplete the Lmx1 proteins in
adult mouse DA neurons. Laguna and
colleagues found that loss of Lmx1b
resulted in dysfunction of the dopaminergic synapse, inclusions of electron-dense protein aggregates in neuronal
terminals and degeneration of DA neurons
mimicking early cellular degeneration in
PD. The transgenic animals also reflected
some of the common motor impairments
and also early anosmia associated with PD
(Laguna et al., 2015).
The authors also found loss of Lmx1b
expression also resulted in downregulation of key proteins involved in the
lysosome autophagosome pathway (ALP)

including LC3I-II, Lamp1 and 2, beclin,
p62 cathepsin D and TFEB. The lysosomal
pathway has been implicated in PD from
genetic and environmental observations.
The commonest single genetic risk factor
for the development of PD are mutations
in the lysosomal enzyme glucocerebrosidase GBA, which when homozygous or
compound heterozygous cause Gaucher’s
disease.
Therefore this paper highlights a dual
role of Lmx1b, namely it is important in
the maintenance of DA neurons and their
functioning ALP and as such agents that
can affect its expression maybe of benefit
in more than one way in PD patients.
Laguna A, Schintu N, Nobre A, Alvarsson A,
Volakakis N, Jacobsen JK, et al. Dopaminergic
control of autophagic-lysosomal function implicates Lmx1b in Parkinson’s disease. Nature
Neuroscience, 2015;18(6):826-35. doi:10.1038/
nn.4004

Hold on Hope?
Reviewer: Dr Lloyd Bradley, Consultant in
Rehabilitation Medicine, Western Sussex
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, UK.

Is optimism a good thing? In most situations the ability to see a hopeful outcome
from a difficult set of circumstances is
probably helpful allowing an individual
to persevere in spite of the daunting challenges they face. What about optimism
which is pegged onto the most unlikely
of outcomes?
These are the themes that stalk many
conversations with family members of
those who are recovering from brain
injury. The reactions and coping mechanisms are often different between groups
of people, but how should we approach
the fine line between expectation and
optimism? The dichotomy of encouraging optimism versus fostering realism is
something that fills discussion with family
members in the context of brain injury.
There are a number of different viewpoints on how to manage this difficulty
within the psychological literature but
little in the way of defined evidence.
This paper explores familial optimism
in the post-acute stage of acquired brain
injury from the inpatient setting and
onto discharge. By comparing questionnaires assessing a number of different
domains around emotional wellbeing and
perceived control administered longitudinally over the course of 18 months, 5
hypotheses were evaluated;
1) Family members are unrealistically
optimistic in the post-acute phase.
2) There is a negative emotional impact
when optimistic expectations are not
fulfilled.
3) Discharge triggers a downward adjust-
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ment of expectations and consequent
emotional crisis.
4) Optimism about consequences and
controllability will lead to better
emotional wellbeing and less anxiety
and depression.
5) Optimism about controllability will result
in greater engagement in the rehabilitation process.
Unfortunately (and, perhaps, predictably)
family members were usually over-optimistic
in their estimations of how effective treatment and rehabilitation were likely to be
while underestimating the impact that the
brain injury would have on the family as
a whole. Where family members’ expectations were not fulfilled there was a negative emotional impact (with a correlation

between decline in emotional wellbeing
and large variances in expectation and
outcome). In spite of this, discharge home
was not found to precipitate emotional
crises in family members. In the initial stages
following the brain injury, optimism is associated with greater emotional wellbeing and
it would seem that the negative impact of
unrealistic optimism is only manifest later
on in the post-acute period. Familial optimism is associated with a greater engagement in the rehabilitation process, which is
obviously of great importance particularly
where family members are going to adopt a
caring role on an ongoing basis.
Although perhaps none of these results
on their own are particularly surprising and
there may be little that can done to affect

an individual’s perspective and expectations following brain injury, taken as a
whole they serve as a valuable reminder
of the importance of consistent, clear and
realistic communication with families from
the earliest stage. A poorly considered prognostic discussion on the neuro ITU may
have profound and long-lasting effects on a
family’s perceptions and hopes. The preservation of the emotional wellbeing of family
members is important both in keeping them
involved with the rehabilitation process and
for their own health.
Riley GA, Hough A, Meader LM, Brennan AJ. The
course and impact of family optimism in the postacute period after acquired brain injury. BRAIN
INJURY 2015;14:1-9.

Elisabeth is Missing
In the prologue to this book, Maud finds half a compact
mirror that used to belong to her sister Sukey, who
disappeared just after the war. The story describes how
Maud, despite advancing dementia, leads her daughter
Helen to crack the mystery of Sukey’s disappearance.
The sleuthing is complicated by Maud’s growing
conviction that Elisabeth, a friend in whose garden the
mirror discovery was made, has also disappeared. The
ensuing dramas unfold in parallel, but in chronologically
opposite directions – the reader and protagonist, each
experiencing their own versions of delirium, moving to
and fro between the parting narrative furrows.
The author’s style is appealing, and vividly conveys
Maud’s growing sense of visceral certainty that
embodied within her is information that would explain
Sukey’s disappearance. She is even more certain,
however, of her decreasing facility to remember and to
communicate any such information.
Maud’s house is littered with notes-to-self – paper
plaques of remembrance designed to release her from
the entanglements of her condition, which must be
Alzheimer’s disease. The ignominy, the drudgery and
the rage born of her enfeeblement are juxtaposed
with the light comedy and social farce of a misfiring
intellect. The author’s credentials shine the brightest as
she describes the brutal reality of life as a carer, with
no warning of, or respite from, the next bedroom or
restaurant ransacking. The incremental ratcheting-up of
dependence without gratitude reduces daughter Helen
to tears of frustration and bereavement. She does have
the support of her own daughter, Katie, who defuses
and diffuses both the harrowing and hilarious alike.
Her brother, by contrast, seems unencumbered by any
awareness of what might be his responsibility or of the
simmering tensions within the family, as he pops in to
pass comment.
The tempo of Maud’s condition sets the rhythm of
the book (try humming the ‘Jaws’ sound track, but start
much earlier, and hum much more slowly). The nature
of the condition is also a useful plot device whereby

certain events become nail-biters, terrifying for Maud
simply because of her inability to interpret: I will never
again look at or listen to a slow-moving stair lift in the
same way.
As a cognitive haze starts to form denser clouds
over the islands of preserved memory, the race is on.
Can Maud find and collect the dots, and join them,
before debility supervenes? Increasingly, she lacks the
ability to hold in her mind the information required
for deduction and, with each page-turn, a satisfactory
conclusion seems less likely. The silver lining, however,
is that as her ability to retain new information diminishes (including important information about Elisabeth,
presumably), more attention can be devoted to her
relatively preserved long-term memory. Despite living
in an increasingly confused present, she simultaneously
re-lives her own long-term memories, often vividly
and with life-affirming clarity. Her descriptions of the
chaotic post-war years, of the close bond she had with
her sister, and of her parents’ reaction to their daughter’s disappearance give this part of the tale a raw and
gritty ‘kitchen-sink’ feel. The addition of a significant
maniacal wandering woman and a brooding lodger
provide the post-war plot with a necessary dollop of
intrigue.
With its mysteries solved, it is this novel’s upgraded
account of experiencing dementia as a patient and,
in particular, as a carer that lives on in the memory.
Do carers deserve to be given a diagnosis even more
than the patients? Do we need the same approach
to the diagnosis of early dementia as we do to early
pregnancy, with the dementia equivalent of antenatal
classes and briefings from the beginning about the
varied experiences and the differing means of delivering care as the final date approaches?
The more the general public reads about the natural
history of dementia and its effects on patients and on
those closest to them, the better prepared society will
be for the increasing prevalence of this affliction: this is
a book for everyone.
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